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GUSTAV MAHLER (1860-1911)

Five Songs by Friedrich Rückert
Ich atmet’ einen linden Duft 2:28
Liebst du um Schönheit 2:12
Blicke mir nicht in die Lieder 1:30
Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen 6:12
Um Mitternacht 6:04
Hertha Klust, piano
recording: 31-03-1960

CARL LOEWE (1796-1869)
Four Songs from Op. 9

Meine Ruh ist hin, III/2 2:22
Ach neige, du Schmerzenreiche, IX/1 3:55
Die Lotosblume, I/1 2:32
Das Ständchen, II/4 2:59
Michael Raucheisen, piano
recording: 14-12-1955

RICHARD WAGNER (1813-1883)
Gretchen am Spinnrade, WWV 15/6 2:07
Michael Raucheisen, piano
recording: 14-12-1955
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RICHARD WAGNER

Wesendonck Lieder, WWV 91
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Der Engel 2:49
Stehe still 3:04
Im Treibhaus 4:57
Schmerzen 2:26
Träume 4:31

Michael Raucheisen, piano
recording: 14-12-1955

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833-1897)
Eight Gypsy Songs from Op. 103

I. He, Zigeuner, greife in die Saiten ein 1:07
II. Hochgetürmte Rimaflut   1:27
III. Wißt ihr, wann mein Kindchen 1:26
IV. Lieber Gott, du weißt 1:22
V. Brauner Bursche führt zum Tanze 1:32
VI. Röslein dreie in der Reihe 1:26
VII. Kommt Dir manchmal in den Sinn 2:19
VIII. Rote Abendwolken ziehn 1:27
Hertha Klust, piano
recording: 09-09-1963
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FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797-1828)
Die Allmacht, D. 852 4:46
Der Wachtelschlag, D. 742 2:02
Dem Unendlichen, D. 291 4:21
Die junge Nonne, D. 828 4:54
Fragment aus dem Äschylus, D. 450 2:41
Verklärung, D. 59 3:33
Auflösung, D. 807   2:28
Schlaflied, D. 527   2:47
Bertas Lied in der Nacht, D. 653 3:41
An den Mond, D. 296 4:34
Schwestergruß, D. 762 5:11
Michael Raucheisen, piano
recording: 07-12-1955

ROBERT SCHUMANN (1810-1856)
Jemand, Op. 25/4 1:47
Das verlassene Mägdlein, Op. 64/2 1:57
Die Waise, Op. 79/15 1:56
Weihnachtslied, Op. 79/17 1:58
Die wandelnde Glocke, Op. 79/18 2:06
Michael Raucheisen, piano
recording: 14-12-1955
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ROBERT SCHUMANN

Gedichte der Königin Maria Stuart, Op. 135
1.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Adieu à la France 1:45
Après la naissance de son fils   1:25
A la Reine Elisabeth 1:33
Adieu au monde 2:48
Prière 1:46

Michael Raucheisen, piano
recording: 07-12-1955

CARL PHILIPP EMANUEL BACH (1714-1788)
ed. Arne Dørumsgaard

Jesus in Gethsemane, H 752/29 4:26
Weihnachtslied, H 749/11 2:37
Felix Schröder, piano
recording: 18-09-1958

JOHANN WOLFGANG FRANCK (1644-1710)
ed. Arne Dørumsgaard

Sei nur still 1:50
Auf, auf zu Gottes Lob 1:41
Felix Schröder, piano
recording: 18-09-1958
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JOSEPH HAYDN (1732-1809)

ed. Ernst Frank

Arianna a Naxos, Hob. XXVIb:2 18:16
Hertha Klust, piano
recording: 31-03-1960

BENJAMIN BRITTEN (1913-1976)
A Charm of Lullabies, Op. 41
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

A Cradle Song 2:03
The Highland Balou 1:54
Sephestia’s Lullaby 1:50
A Charm 1:39
The Nurse’s Song 3:28

Felix Schröder, piano
recording: 18-09-1958

SAMUEL BARBER (1910-1981)
*Mélodies Passagères, Op. 27
I.
III.
II.
V.
IV.

Puisque tout passe 1:12
Tombeau dans un parc 1:28
Un cygne 2:07
Départ 1:26
Le clocher chante 1:18

Hertha Klust, piano
recording: 09-09-1963

*Regarding the order of the songs refer also to p. 11
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FRANCIS POULENC (1899-1963)
La Fraîcheur et le Feu, FP 147
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Rayon des yeux 1:11
Le matin les branches attisent 0:43
Tout disparut 1:43
Dans les ténèbres du jardin 0:27
Unis la fraîcheur et le feu 1:16
Homme au sourire tendre 1:54
La grande rivière qui va 0:51

Felix Schröder, piano
recording: 18-09-1958

Le Travail du Peintre, FP 161
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Pablo Picasso 2:17
Marc Chagall 1:14
Georges Braque 1:37
Juan Gris 2:08
Paul Klee 0:48
Joan Miró 1:43
Jacques Villon 2:06

Hertha Klust, piano
recording: 31-03-1960
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he performed in all the world’s important concert halls and with all the important conductors of her time. She also had a discography that would do
honour to any world star, yet Maureen Forrester, at least outside her native Canada, has remained known in specialists’ and experts’ circles rather than
achieved popularity with the general public. This surely has to do with her vocal range which had not only become rare after the Second World War but
also acquired the reputation of being rather antiquated, even matronly. Forrester was a genuine representative of the alto voice, the deep, dark-toned head
voice – a type of voice that is distinguished from the mezzo soprano by the fact that, even in the lower range, it makes only reserved use of the chest register.
It thus has the advantage of greater sonic homogeneity; on the other hand, it is more limited in the upper range. Moreover, Forrester felt far more at home
in the concert hall than on the operatic stage, which does not offer the alto voice very many major roles, let alone grateful ones; this orientation, too, was
surely unfavourable for the attainment of a diva’s fame.
Maureen Forrester’s career as a singer certainly did not begin in the cradle. She was born in 1930 in Montreal as the youngest of four children of an immigrant family whose living conditions would be described as precarious today. She left school at 13 in order to earn her own money by doing odd jobs as a
sales clerk, telephone operator and secretary. Her only cultural ambition was participation, encouraged by her mother, in various church choirs, where her
voice soon attracted attention; she received more and more engagements for minor solo tasks. From her open confession in her 1986 autobiography Out
of Character, we gather that she only began more serious musical studies when it became clear, at the age of 16, that singing opened up better income prospects than her other activities. Her encounter with the baritone Bernard Diamant (1912-1999) brought the decisive breakthrough in becoming a professional
singer; he taught her from 1950 onwards and continued to supervise her until into the 1960s. Diamant, like the other two musical personalities who strongly
influenced Forrester’s development, had come to the New World as an immigrant from Europe. The native Dutchman had received his training at the Hague
Conservatory and at the Berlin Academy of Music, as well as privately with the great Charles Panzéra. As a specialist in the great tradition of German and
French Lieder, he was surely not uninvolved in the decisive orientation of Forrester’s career. This was her performance on the concert podium, where she
made her debut in her native city in December 1951 with the solo part in Edward Elgar’s The Music Makers. It was through Diamant that Maureen Forrester
became acquainted with the pianist who was to become her lifelong piano accompanist, with whom she developed her extensive repertoire of art songs and
travelled throughout the world on concert tours: John Newmark (1904-1991), born as Hans Neumark in Bremen. Newmark had already gained experience
in the 1920s as the accompanist of such soloists as Szymon Goldberg and August Wenzinger; he became known after the war for his performances at the
side of Kathleen Ferrier. Together with Newmark, Forrester not only sang her very first song recital in March 1953 in Montreal, but also made her European
debut in February 1955 at the Salle Gaveau in Paris, as well as her New York debut in November 1956 in Town Hall, unanimously acclaimed by the critics.
Ultimately it was the legendary Bruno Walter (1876-1962), former assistant to Gustav Mahler and conductor of the posthumous world premieres of Das Lied
von der Erde and the 9th Symphony, who gave Forrester important impulses and the decisive push to her career. An audition in March 1956 impressed him so
deeply that he immediately engaged her for a performance of Mahler’s Resurrection Symphony with the New York Philharmonic that took place in February
1957 in Carnegie Hall and was followed by a recording of the work for CBS. After this collaboration, Walter invited the singer to his house in Beverly Hills
in order to familiarise her with Mahler’s entire vocal oeuvre, provided it for her vocal range. Walter would also have liked to have recorded these works
with her. But since Forrester’s manager had just concluded a three-year exclusive contract with RCA, whereas Walter was exclusively bound to CBS, noth-
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ing came of the project: for Forrester, it was the greatest disappointment of her entire career. She meanwhile continued to perform under Walter, with
Mozart’s Requiem in Chicago in 1958 and in Vancouver with Brahms’s Alto Rhapsody, then in 1960 at New York’s Carnegie Hall in Das Lied von der Erde. The
collaboration with Walter quickly gained her the reputation of successor to Kathleen Ferrier. With this comparison, however, one too easily overlooked the
fundamental difference between the two voices, which could be described as that between a natural and an artificial product or – to express it in a Schillerian
dichotomy – between “naive” and “sentimental”.
Forrester was in great international demand as a soloist, at the latest since her collaboration with Walter; her calendar was always filled far in advance.
When one counts the conductors with whom she worked, hardly any of the great figures of the 20 th century are missing: Claudio Abbado, John Barbirolli,
Eduard van Beinum, Leonard Bernstein, Pablo Casals, Herbert von Karajan, István Kertész, Otto Klemperer, Josef Krips, James Levine, Lorin Maazel, Igor
Markevitch, Zubin Mehta, Riccardo Muti, Seiji Ozawa, Malcolm Sargent, William Steinberg, Leopold Stokowski and George Szell ensured themselves of
her collaboration. Forrester was considered an extraordinarily reliable singer who hardly ever cancelled despite her enormous work quota of well over
100 performances a year, and was always ideally prepared. The strength of character of a self-made woman, a robust condition and a solid technical foundation were the prerequisites for this. Song recitals and performances with orchestra in solo works, oratorios and other choral works were at the foreground of her activities. Her virtually inexhaustible repertoire of art songs with piano accompaniment extended from the baroque to the modern period;
in the area of orchestral songs, the Mahler cycles were definitely in the foreground, and she enjoyed special admiration, not least by the great Mahler
biographer Henry-Louis de La Grange, for her interpretations of these – subtle and gripping in equal measure. She was also a soloist in Bach’s Passions and
B-minor Mass, Handel’s Messiah, Beethoven’s Missa solemnis, Mendelssohn’s Elijah, Verdi’s Requiem or Elgar’s Dream of Gerontius. Her concert activities also
included appearances at the Casals Festival in Puerto Rico, the Marlboro Festival and the Salzburg Festival.
Although she found operatic work rather unappealing due to the extra-musical aspects that had to be taken into consideration for a scenic production,
she did not entirely deny herself this experience – especially in later years. Her stage debut in May 1962 as Orfeo in Gluck’s opera in Toronto was followed
by others: Brangäne in 1963 at the Teatro Colón, Cornelia in Handel’s Giulio Cesare in 1966 at the New York City Opera, the Witch in Hänsel und Gretel in
1970 on Canadian television, Fricka in The Valkyrie in 1971 with the Canadian Opera Company, Mistress Quickly in Verdi’s Falstaff in 1974 at the Opéra du
Québec, Erda in the Ring and Ulrica in Un ballo in maschera in 1975 at the Metropolitan Opera, Clytemnestra in Strauss’s Elektra in 1984 for Radio France and
the Duchess in Queen of Spades in 1990 at La Scala in Milan.
Maureen Forrester was also very busy in the recording studio, especially during the late 1950s and 1960s. Already during her first European sojourn
in 1955, her first recording was a spontaneously scheduled project in Paris realised within a single day: this was a recital entitled Le Lied for the Club national
du disque with compositions of Schubert, Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms, Wolf, Strauss and Dvořák. Within a short period of time there followed recordings for almost all the major recording companies, of which only the most representative are named here: in 1957 Songs of Sunset by Frederick Delius under
Thomas Beecham for EMI and Brahms’s Alto Rhapsody under Ferenc Fricsay for Deutsche Grammophon, in 1958 Mahler’s Rückert Lieder again under Fricsay
for DG; then during the period of the exclusive contract with RCA and to a certain extent as a compensation for the lost collaboration with Bruno Walter,
Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder and Gesellen Lieder under Charles Münch and in 1959 Das Lied von der Erde under Fritz Reiner, followed in 1963 by the Wunderhorn
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Lieder under Felix Prohaska for Vanguard, in 1964 the Verdi Requiem under Eugene Ormandy for CBS, in 1966 Mahler’s 3rd Symphony under Bernard Haitink
for Philips and in 1967 Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis again under Ormandy for CBS. Productions primarily for the companies Westminister and Vanguard that
were made as a result of the newly growing interest in Early Music formed a special focal point of her recording activity. These did not directly pursue the
aims of historical performance practice, but were indeed created out of a spirit purged of romanticising that refrained from using corrupt versions. The
recordings to be mentioned here in this connection are especially those of Bach’s solo cantatas for alto (BWV 35 under Hermann Scherchen, BWV 53, 54
and 169 under Antonio Janigro and BWV 170 under Anton Heiller, all from the years 1964 and 1965) as well as an entire series of complete recordings of
Handel’s operas and oratorios, many of them first recordings (Rodelinda in 1964, Serse in 1965 and Hercules in 1966 under Brian Priestman, Theodora in 1968
and Jephta in 1969 under Johannes Somary). In this connection, mention must also be made of the 1966 recording of Gluck’s Orfeo under Charles Mackerras,
which was a first attempt to bring a certain order into the confusion between the different versions that existed at the time.
Despite Forrester’s thoroughly generous handling of her vocal resources, her career lasted almost 40 years. As late as 1991, for example, she performed
the premiere of the orchestral version of Benjamin Britten’s A Charm of Lullabies, arranged by Colin Matthews and commissioned by the Britten Estate, under
Raymond Leppard at Carnegie Hall. Her voice always remained fully intact as far as intonation and phrasing possibilities were concerned. It was only towards
the end, when she also began reducing the number of her performances, that one could observe slight losses in brilliance and beauty of tone. Forrester’s
indefatigable activity also had a very pragmatic aspect, for she had to support a family that had meanwhile grown to seven over the course of time. At the
same time, however, she maintained that singing gave her peace and regeneration from the strains of a rather turbulent family life. Various teaching activities
and organisational work were added to appearances on the stage and podium, including Chairwoman of the Canada Council and Chancellor of Wilfrid Laurier
University. Her restless activity ended only when the singer had to move to a nursing home in Toronto in 2002 due to dementia, where she died in 2010.
Forrester’s voice is notable for its full, bronze-like tone which – especially in forte – gains warmth and a velvety quality through its rapid, tight, absolutely
controlled vibrato. Homogeneity of sound through all registers and all dynamic gradations is a main characteristic. lt is only under high breathing pressure
that the voice can sometimes appear tight and husky in the upper register, which is nothing unusual for genuine alto voices, as can be verified by studying the
recordings of Kathleen Ferrier, Norma Procter or Helen Watts. Intonation is flawless even in difficult ranges, and the tone is also precisely defined despite
its full sonority, even during oscillation inwards and outwards. As a result of nearly perfect breathing control, the voice possesses the ability of messa di voce
on almost every tone of the range available to it, which is ultimately the main condition for meaningful and supple phrasing – a fundamental principle that
unfortunately seems to be forgotten by many singers today. The primacy of Forrester’s singing is doubtless in her musical ability, the formation of the melodic
line rather than in declamation, although it is always easy to understand the text. Her performance style reveals extraordinary cultivation and sensitivity:
inner participation and complete understanding of the sung text can be sensed every moment. Nonetheless, the expressive quality is far removed from any
vulgar showiness and is turned inwards to a certain extent. In this connection, it is striking that conductors born before 1900 appear to have particularly
appreciated collaborating with Maureen Forrester, whereas the younger generation perhaps preferred a more extrovert style of interpretation. In view of
Forrester’s musical precision together with simultaneous sublimation of expression, as exemplified in her performance style, it is not surprising that this
singer was much in demand within the context of the revival of Early Music.
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The recordings of Maureen Forrester issued on this album for the first time were produced during the period from 1955 to 1963 by the Berlin RIAS, the
radio station in the American sector. They are of special interest because they document the singer’s activities in the area of Lieder with piano accompaniment – an area that has remained strangely underexposed in her discography.
The recordings with Michael Raucheisen at the piano are among Forrester’s very first. They were made in December 1955 following her first European
tour during a very difficult personal situation. Pregnant with an illegitimate child, whose father was only to consent to marriage two years later, Forrester
had met with vehement rejection in her personal environment and had decided to withdraw, in the isolation that the Berlin of that time offered, for the
birth of her child. She made use of her time in Berlin to perfect her interpretation of Lieder with Michael Raucheisen (1889-1984). As the former accompanist of such great artists as Fritz Kreisler, Frida Leider, Erna Berger, Leo Slezak and Maria Ivogün, with whom he was married, he enjoyed a legendary reputation. Raucheisen, as Director of the Department of Chamber Music and Singing at the Berlin Reichsrundfunk, realised a comprehensive project between
1940 and 1945 in the recorded documentation of the German Lied repertoire. Just after the war he was professionally disqualified for a time, due to his
proximity to the National Socialist leaders, but had soon resumed his activity at the RIAS and could thus spontaneously invite Forrester from her lesson to
the recording studio. When the singer returned to the RIAS studios in 1958, 1960 and 1963, Raucheisen had finally retired. She was then accompanied by
Felix Schröder (1908-1976), principal pianist of the station especially for the entertainment repertoire, as well as Hertha Klust (1907-1970), who became
primarily known as the accompanist of Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau.
When one considers the repertoire recorded here, one is immediately struck by its historical breadth, ranging from the pre-Bach period of Johann Wolfgang
Franck to the musical currency of Britten, Barber and Poulenc, whose songs were just a few years old at the time of the recordings. It is especially interesting,
however, beyond the core repertoire – essentially represented only by Wagner’s Wesendonck Lieder and the Zigeunerlieder of Brahms – that Forrester explored
less well-travelled paths. Even with the central composers of art song, the really popular works are avoided; in the case Schubert, the selection concentrates
on rather rarely heard Lieder in the area between mystic immersion and a pathos-filled world view. With Schumann, the choice was made in favour of late
works rather spurned at the time; in the case of Loewe, the ballade genre especially associated with his name was deliberately avoided.
Forrester adopted certain idiosyncrasies from her concert practice when recording the works. Thus Samuel Barber’s Mélodies passagères, for example – in
accordance with the singer’s special wish, as revealed in the studio protocols – appear with the same rearrangement of the numbers that she made for her
performances. The Lieder of J.W. Franck and C.P.E. Bach are performed in the adaptations from Arne Dørumsgaard’s anthology Canzone scordate, which
follow a certain adoption of Johann Sebastian Bach’s style by adding voices to the texture as well as short preludes and interludes. And the reason why Forrester did not sing the German translation used by Schumann in his Gedichte der Maria Stuart is that she included this work on the programme of her Paris
debut; John Newmark had researched the original French and Latin texts out of reverence for the public there.
Forrester had studied almost all the works recorded at the RIAS with Newmark beforehand. However, this does not apply to the extensive series of Schubert Lieder that she – as is specifically mentioned in her autobiography – brought directly from her lessons with Raucheisen, and possibly also the Schumann
Lieder from Opp. 25, 64 and 79. The fact that the singer was not as completely in harmony with her Berlin accompanists as one would gather from her
recordings with Newmark surely has to do with the recording conditions as well. Surviving protocols indicate that there was very limited time available for
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the studio appointments. For example, only three hours were available for the recordings with Felix Schröder, who had himself stood in for Aribert Reimann
at short notice. Occasional inaccuracies – minor textual errors or “wrong singing” at the beginning of Poulenc’s cycle La Fraîcheur et le Feu – can doubtless be
explained by such conditions. However, these cannot really diminish the stature of the interpretations. On the contrary: with her manifold vocal and interpretative means, Forrester is able to immerse each song in an atmosphere all its own, sometimes opening up completely new perspectives. One hears, for
example, how she is able to make her voice very light in Mahler’s Ich atmet’ einen linden Duft, thus effortlessly scaling these very treacherous heights (for an
alto). She then announces exuberant trust in God in the ensuing Um Mitternacht with the full pealing of the bells. One hears how a balance of line carried by
an extraordinarily long breath lends a most unusual classicism and intimacy to the Wesendonck Lieder – otherwise sung so full of pathos, to a certain extent
from the perspective of Tristan. One hears how Forrester interprets the Loewe Lieder, usually sung so conventionally, as subtle dramas of the soul with the
finest expressive nuances. One hears how fervour and simplicity, soulful singing and an almost instrumental linear quality are incomparably combined in the
Franck and Bach pieces or in Bertas Lied by Schubert. There are yet more merits that could be named in this recording of Maureen Forrester’s art of interpretation. But the listener should embark on his/her own voyage of discovery, ready and willing to become immersed in a realm of nuances, differentiation
and subtlety that is largely in decline today.
											Heribert Henrich
											translation: David Babcock
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RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 7 (studio recording, mono)
Destinn
Siegbert Bienert (Brahms / Schubert / Schumann Op. 135 / Barber)
Hertlein (Loewe / Wagner / Schumann)
Heinz Opitz (Bach / Franck / Britten / Poulenc FP 147)
Steinke (Mahler / Haydn / Poulenc FP 161)
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